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ABSTRACT: In the late s, three mobile penal camps were established in the French
colony of Senegal in order to assemble convicts with long sentences and compel them
to work outside the prison. Senegalese penal camps were thus a place both of confine-
ment and of circulation for convicts who constantly moved out of the prison to work
on the roads. This article argues that the penal camps were spaces of multiple and
antagonistic forms of mobility that blurred the divide between the “inside” and the
“outside” world. The mobility of penal camps played a key role in the hazardous
living and working conditions that penal labourers experienced. However, convict
labourers were not unresponsive and a range of protests emerged, from breakout to
self-mutilation. These individual and intentional forms of mobility and immobility
threw a spanner in the works of the day-to-day functioning of Senegalese penal
camps and, more broadly, in the colonial project of mise en valeur.

In , three penal camps, aimed at progressing roadworks, were established
in the Senegalese colony, part of French West Africa (FWA) at that time. The
penal camps were viewed as a way to decongest overpopulated civil prisons
and to use convict workers – who were colonial subjects – on public con-
struction sites in order to minimize labour costs. In contrast with the ideal
held by the European penitentiary, the main goal of Senegalese penal

∗ I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their constructive criticism of the first
draft. Research for this article was supported by ERC Starting Grant no. , under
Framework Programme  (FP) of the European Commission. This article is based on some ele-
ments developed in my monograph: Romain Tiquet, Travail forcé et mobilisation de la main-
d’œuvre au Sénégal. Années – (Rennes, ), especially chs  and .
. Michel Foucault, Surveiller et punir: naissance de la prison (Paris, ); David J. Rothman,
The Discovery of the Asylum: Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic (Boston, );
Michael Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain: The Penitentiary in the Industrial Revolution,
– (New York, ). After the publication of Surveiller et punir, many scholars ques-
tioned Foucault’s argument about the birth of the prison as a complete break with earlier
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camps was not the moral rehabilitation of prisoners, but rather the creation of
a pool of workers for road maintenance in the context of the mise en valeur

of the French Empire. In that sense, I follow the analysis of Christopher
Gray, who argues that the physical manifestation of the colonial territoriality
was expressed, above all, by roadworks. Physical in a dual sense: in terms of
the modification of the landscape, but also in terms of the physical labour
imposed on local populations.

As Babacar Bâ has shown, mobile penal camps were set up as part of a
colonial penal system that emerged relatively early in Senegal, at the end of
the eighteenth century, and then developed concurrently with the gradual
implementation of a civil administration in the colonized territory. In con-
trast to previous forms of punishment, often physical and seen as barbaric
by French colonial officials, prisons appear in this context as a common
type of criminal penalty and a tool for the “civilizing mission”.

Nevertheless, the colonial prison should not be reduced to the simple
importation of the metropolitan model to the colonies. Although colonial
confinement emerged from diverse thoughts, ideologies, and practices that
have circulated at a global level, the colonial model of prison was constantly
adapted, reinvented, and recomposed at the whim of local situations.
Consequently, it produced a large variety of hybrid models of prisons
with diversified functions. In Senegal, for instance, penal camps were part
of a diverse penitentiary landscape, including civil prisons, detention houses,
juvenile reform houses, and military detention centres.

practices. See the discussion in Michelle Perrot (ed.), L’impossible prison: Recherches sur le
système pénitentiaire au XIXème siècle (Paris, ); Jacques-Guy Petit, La prison, le bagne et
l’histoire (Paris, ).
. The mise en valeur was a political and economic plan launched in  by Albert Sarraut,
French Minister of the Colonies. It aimed to provide a political doctrine for economic coloniza-
tion whereby the colonial workforce of the French territories would participate in the metro-
pole’s recovery. See Albert Sarraut, La mise en valeur des colonies françaises (Paris, ).
. Christopher J. Gray, Colonial Rule and Crisis in Equatorial Africa: Southern Gabon, ca.
– (Rochester, NY, ), p. .
. Babacar Bâ notes the presence of isolation cells (cachot) since  in Senegal, widening
Bernault’s chronology that places the implementation of colonial prisons in French Africa a cen-
tury later, at the end of the nineteenth century. See Babacar Bâ, “La prison coloniale au Sénégal,
–: carcéral de conquête et défiances locales”, French Colonial History, : (),
pp. –, ; Florence Bernault, “De l’Afrique ouverte à l’Afrique fermée: comprendre l’his-
toire des réclusions continentales”, in Florence Bernault (ed.), Enfermement, prison et
châtiments en Afrique du e siècle à nos jours (Paris, ), pp. –.
. See Alice Conklin, A Mission to Civilize: The Republican Idea of Empire in France and West
Africa, – (Stanford, CA, ).
. Mobile penal camps were not specific to the French Empire. For a similar experience in colo-
nial British Kenya with the case of “prison camps”, see Daniel Branch, “Imprisonment and
Colonialism in Kenya, c.–: Escaping the Carceral Archipelago”, The International
Journal of African Historical Studies, : (), pp. –.
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The vast body of literature on studies of confinement in Africa and in
imperial contexts attests that colonial prison as a form of punishment was
used as a tool of permanent conquest. In contrast to metropolitan jails,
which defined individuals as citizens and legal subjects, colonial confinement
treated local populations as objects and “subjects” of political, cultural, and
economic power. Specifically, the economic dimension of the colonial prison
appears to be central. Although literature has emerged in recent years on
convict labour in a global context, the historiography remains quite silent
on this theme in French African colonies, penal labour being considered mar-
ginal or non-specific to the colonial situation. Yet, the labour question was
a major issue for the colonial enterprise, which had erected coercive and
repressive forms of labour regulation as the keystone of the colonial political
economy. Under the French colonial empire, indigénat became a central
instrument for managing and controlling the African labour force through
massive imprisonment and requisition.

Indeed, the “massification” of confinement was especially advantageous
for the colonial economy, since the decree of  January  in FWA

. Bernault, “De l’Afrique ouverte à l’Afrique fermée”, p. ; Bâ, “La prison coloniale”; Marie
Rodet and Romain Tiquet, “Reforming State Violence in French West Africa: Relegation in the
Epoch of Decolonization”, in Nathan Carpenter and Benjamin Lawrence (eds), Africans in
Exile: Mobility, Law, and Identity (Bloomington, IN, ), pp. –. For the British col-
onies, see Ademola Ogunleye, The Nigerian Prison System (Lagos, ); David Williams,
“The Role of Prisons in Tanzania: A Historical Perspective”, Crime and Social Justice, 
(), pp. –. On the renewal of studies of confinement in the imperial context and beyond,
see Frank Dikötter and Ian Brown (eds), Cultures of Confinement: A History of the Prison in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Ithaca, NY, ); Sherman Taylor, “Tensions of Colonial
Punishment: Perspectives on Recent Developments in the Study of Coercive Networks in
Asia, Africa and the Caribbean”, History Compass, : (), pp. –.
. It is also the case in European prisons. See especially John Conley, ‘‘Revising Conceptions
about the Origin of Prisons: The Importance of Economic Considerations’’, Social Science
Quarterly,  (), pp. –.
. See especially the work of Christian G. De Vito and Alex Lichtenstein, “Writing a Global
History of Convict Labour”, International Review of Social History, : (), pp. –
and their recent collective book, Global Convict Labour (Leiden, ).
. See Jean Frémigacci, “L’État colonial et le travail pénal à Madagascar (fin XIXe siècle-années
)”, in Hélène D’Almeida-Topor, Monique Lakroum, and Gerd Spittler (eds), Le travail en
Afrique noire: représentations et pratiques à l’époque contemporaine (Paris, ), pp. –.
See, also, the ongoing research of Habmo Birwe, a geographer who traces in the longue durée the
relationship between confinement and labour in Cameroonian jails.
. See Babacar Fall, Le travail forcé en Afrique occidentale française (–) (Paris, );
Tiquet, Travail forcé, pp. –.
. Gregory Mann, “What Was the Indigénat? The ‘Empire of Law’ in French West Africa”,
The Journal of African History, : (), pp. –.
. Ibrahima Thioub, “Sénégal: la prison à l’époque coloniale. Significations, évitement et
évasions”, in Bernault, Enfermement, p. .
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obliged convicts to work for the colonial administration. In addition to the
chores carried out inside the prison (supplying water, cutting firewood,
cleaning, etc.), prisoners were subjected to various extra mural tasks. The
Ziguinchor prison’s report of  indicates, for instance, that convicts
were used to supply drinking water to the various command posts, or to
clean ditches to ensure the flow of water through the city’s streets. As a
cheap pool of workers, convicts were therefore largely used for the colonial
mise en valeur. In the specific case of Senegalese penal camps, penal labourers
made a significant contribution to the development of roads. The Governor
of Senegal himself underlined the benefits of such a system in a letter
addressed to the General Governor of FWA: “mobile penal camps provide
a major service for the road renovation in the colony”.

This article aims to shed new light on the history of confinement and penal
labour in an imperial context by proposing a fine-grain history of the daily
running of Senegalese penal camps and the living and working conditions of
convicts through the framework of mobility. Senegalese penal camps were
far from “the protected place of disciplinary monotony” dear to Foucault;
instead, they were a space of multiple and antagonistic forms of mobility in
and out of the penal system. Following the goal at the core of this special
theme, this contribution aims at providing an analysis of punishment that
crosses the borders between penal sites and society, transcending the vision
of the colonial prison as a “world apart”. More broadly, this article inscribes
this peculiar penal site into wider political, economic, and cultural issues.
The pioneering work of Ibra Sene has shown the economic function of the

Senegalese penal system, and he described the legal organization and institu-
tional functioning of the penal camps in a renowned article that appeared in
. Nevertheless, Sene evokes only briefly the conditions under which
convicts were living on a daily basis. I argue in this article that looking at
this peculiar form of confinement through the framework of mobility offers
an original perspective to highlight the degrading and hazardous living and
working conditions that were at the core of everyday life in Senegalese
penal camps. By forcing convicts to work for the colonial mise en valeur,
to what extent did the daily functioning of penal camps blur the boundary

. Archives nationales du Sénégal [hereafter, ANS], F, Arrêté relatif au travail dans les
prisons de l’Aof, Journal Officiel de l’Aof,  January . A similar decree had already
been passed for the Senegalese territory in .
. ANS, F, Rapport sur le fonctionnement de la prison civile de Ziguinchor par le
régisseur de la prison,  December .
. All translations are mine. ANS, F, Lettre manuscrite du gouverneur du Sénégal, Note
sur les camps pénaux,  January .
. Foucault, Surveiller et punir, p. .
. Ibra Sene, “Colonisation française et main-d’œuvre carcérale au Sénégal: de l’emploi des
détenus des camps pénaux sur les chantiers des travaux routiers (–)”, French
Colonial History, : (), pp. –.
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between the carceral sphere and colonial society? How did the constant
mobility of the penal camps influence the daily living and working condi-
tions of penal labourers?
Furthermore, this article outlines the moving borders of the penal camps

and analyses for the first time the multiplicity of ways in which these borders
could be permeated. This approach allows one to underline the agency of
inmates. What kind of reactions emerged among prisoners in order to refuse
to work and to escape the penal system? More broadly, to what degree did
these strategies of self-help throw a spanner in the works of the daily running
of penal camps? Convicts were not just passive objects of information (to use
Foucault’s terminology), but also agents who attempted to be active subjects
of their own history by reacting and challenging repressive and disciplining
colonial policies on a daily basis.
This article is organized into three parts. The first considers the penal

camps as spaces of constant mobility, where convicts with long-term sen-
tences were sent from civil prisons and compelled to work outside the prison
on road maintenance and to move with the penal camp to the next construc-
tion site. I argue that mobile penal camps were at the core of a colonial ten-
sion between the need to control and lock down people and the colonial
obsession with putting local populations to work. This tension underlines
the specificity of the colonial political economy, which was focused, above
all, on the coercive use of workers and minimizing labour costs. In the
second, I assert that forced labour and forced mobility as central features
of Senegalese penal camps played an important role in the daily hazardous
working and living conditions of convict labourers. The penal camps were
constantly moving and the lack of basic hygiene conditions constituted a
degrading space for both the physical and mental health of prisoners.
Finally, I shed light on the multiple tactics used by convict labourers to
refuse to work. Prisoners were not unresponsive and reacted diversely to
these hard conditions. From settling their family next to the camps, breakout,
being declared sick, or self-mutilation, I show how these individual and
intentional forms of mobility – as well as forms of immobility – threw
sand in the gears of the day-to-day functioning of Senegalese penal camps
and, more broadly, in the colonial project of mise en valeur.

ROAD-BUILDING AND PENAL LABOUR: MOBILE PENAL
CAMPS AS A TOOL OF MISE EN VALEUR

Since the late s, the running of prisons in Senegal had attracted wide-
spread criticism: the jails were completely overcrowded and convicts were

. As defined by Michel de Certeau: ways of doing, ruses that allow the circumvention of
authority. Michel de Certeau, L’invention du quotidien. . Arts de faire (Paris, ), pp. –.
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escaping on a massive scale. Many district administrators (Commandant de
cercle) complained about the number of detainees vis-à-vis the total capacity
of prisons. In , for instance, the district administrator of Baol, in the centre
of the Senegalese territory, reported that he could not accommodate all the
convicts and called for the local prison to be extended: “I find myself obliged
to let outside of the prison around twenty-five prisoners. Surveillance is then
practically impossible”. Babacar Bâ notes that in , of the , detainees
in Senegalese prisons  cases of jailbreak were reported, some of which were
carried out by the same convicts. This situation pushed the colonial admin-
istration to launch an inquiry the same year in order to reorganize the security
of the detention facilities. Consequently, a decree sanctioning the offence of
jailbreak was issued in November .

Therefore, in May , an important review of the Senegalese penal sys-
tem was launched by the colonial inspector Montguillot in order to resolve
the problem of how Senegalese prisons were to be run. In his report, he
called for a major reform of the Senegalese penal system by making more
efficient use of the penal workforce. The report recommended reorganizing
penal labour by setting up three mobile penal camps, each comprising around
one hundred convicts. The main idea was to gather convicts at the same
place for better surveillance and to ensure an efficient use of this cheap
labour force for road maintenance. In Montguillot’s words, regarding the
road situation, road maintenance could “provide work for ages”. The
aim of mobile penal camps was twofold: to decongest civil prisons of
long-term prisoners and to make them work on the public construction
sites of the territory.
A decree was passed in January  to regulate the functioning of the

mobile penal camps, which were “moving along the roads, according to
work requirements”. Detainees sentenced to more than one year in jail
were sent to one of the three mobile penal camps, according to the length
of their sentence. Penal camp A, located in the Thiès region, accommodated

. ANS, F, Commandant de cercle du Baol à Monsieur le gouverneur du Sénégal, A/s.
prison,  July .
. Bâ, “La prison coloniale”, p. .
. For more details of this inquiry, see Sene, “Colonisation française”, p. .
. ANS, F, Inspecteur des affaires administratives, Note sur le délit d’évasion,  November
. Colonial authorities were particularly bothered by metropolitan regulations that did not
regard breakout as an offence.
. For more details of this review, see Sene, “Colonisation française”, pp. –; Tiquet,
Travail forcé, pp. –.
. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection des services pénitentiaires du Sénégal, Inspecteur des
colonies Monguillot, February .
. Contrary to Sene, who argues that there were no precise regulations organizing the penal
camps. Sene, “Colonisation française”, p. . ANS, K(), Actes pris en conseil privé,
Arrêté portant réglementation du service et du régime des camps pénaux,  January .
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prisoners serving a jail sentence of less than five years. Penal camp B, situated
in the Kaolack region, took detainees serving more than five years. Finally,
the “diehards”, recidivists, and most dangerous convicts were placed in
penal camp C, located in the Louga region. The three mobile penal
camps were located in strategic places in the Senegalese territory, between
Dakar and Saint-Louis, the two political main cities, and the Sine-Saloum
region (Kaolack), the heart of the groundnut economy, the main cash crop
produced by the colony (Figure ).
In theory, splitting up the convicts according to the length of their sen-

tence was something new in the daily organization of the colonial prison
in Senegal. Previously, no distinction had been made between convicts con-
demned to short-term and long-term sentences. The Governor of Senegal
explained this new measure in these terms: “The fear of hard labour is the
only way to prevent [the convict] from ‘doing wrong’ [mal faire]. His trans-
fer to a penal camp then becomes a necessity. Besides, if the convict stays in a
civil prison, he might be a negative influence on petty delinquents”.

The colonial administration wanted to avoid any risk of “collusion” with
convicts for which there “remained a hope for redemption”. Nevertheless,
the reality was quite different and regulation infringements were common
since the priority of the penal camps was to maintain a sustainable number
of convicts to provide enough workers for road maintenance. District admin-
istrator Carcassonne, in charge of penal camp A, remarked, for instance, that
“no distinction is made between defendant and convict” in the camp. It was
also usual to see petty criminals transferred to penal camp C, still restricted to
long-term convicts, according to the work requirements.

Colonial penal camps were initially thought to accommodate around one
hundred convicts each. Nevertheless, a colonial report estimated in 
that, within two years,  convict labourers would be necessary in penal
camp C for the one-hundred-kilometre roadworks between Louga and
Tivouane. The same report also complained about the limited number of
convicts condemned to more than one year in jail, a sine qua non for

. ANS, K(), Actes pris en conseil privé, Arrêté portant réglementation du service et du
régime des camps pénaux,  January .
. ANS, G, Lettre confidentielle du gouverneur du Sénégal au commandant de cercle de
Thiès, Récidivistes du camp pénal C, December .
. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection des services pénitentiaires du Sénégal, Inspecteur des
colonies Monguillot, February .
. ANS, F, Rapport de l’inspecteur des colonies Carcassonne, Prison et camp pénal de
Thiès,  July .
. ANS, G, Lettre confidentielle du gouverneur du Sénégal au commandant de cercle de
Thiès, Récidivistes du camp pénal C, December .
. ANS, K(), Actes pris en conseil privé, Arrêté portant réglementation du service et du
régime des camps pénaux,  January .
. ANS, F, A/S Service pénitentiaires du Sénégal,  September .
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being transferred to a penal camp: “in the colony there are only  convicts
serving jail sentences in Senegalese civil prisons of more than twelve months
[…]. Under these conditions […], it is impossible to operate massive transfers
of convicts to penal camps”.

In a context where the Senegalese colony, autonomous financially, lived on
a tight budget, the use of penal workers was aimed at minimizing the expense
of road maintenance at all costs. A particularly interesting colonial report
demonstrates with precise calculations the economic benefit of the penal
camps and penal labour in the colony. Considering that the productivity
of each penal camp was  kilometres of road maintenance per year, the
document estimated the maintenance of each penal camp at ,
francs per year, including the food for prisoners, the guards’ salaries, and
the cost of moving the camp to the next worksite. The report compared
this with the cost of  kilometres of road maintenance by a private

Figure . Map of Senegal and location of the penal camps.

. Ibid.
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company, estimated at , francs, more than twice as much as the penal
camp cost.

In his convincing demonstration of the economic function of penal camps,
Ibra Sene argues that the “chronic shortage” of labour in the Senegalese col-
ony “deeply influenced” the organization and setting of penal camps.

Rather than the shortage of workers, which was a rhetorical argument
used by colonial authorities to overshadow their incapacity to create favour-
able conditions to hire and fix a voluntary labour force on the worksites, the
implementation of Senegalese penal camps has to be understood within a
specific political and economic international context regarding forced labour.
In the French Empire, roadwork was initially done by forced labourers com-
pelled to perform a number of days of prestation, a tax to be paid in labour in
addition to taxes paid in cash. Within the context of the Geneva Conference
on forced labour in , the prestation system was criticized by the
International Labour Office (ILO) and French officials feared that this
form of obligatory labour was going to be forbidden. So, setting up mobile
penal camps appeared to be a strategy adopted by French colonial officials to
deal tactfully with international actors and public opinion and to continue to
coerce large groups of labourers into road construction. The benefit was
threefold: first, the system of penal camps shielded colonial powers from
international criticism about forced labour, since penal labour was tolerated
by the ILO. Second, penal camps provided a considerable number of free
workers for road construction in a colony where the number of days of
prestation was low (four days a year in Senegal). Third, penal camps ensured
a labour force in the event of the prestation system being abolished, which
was the case in  under the Popular Front.

Indeed, prisoners appear as a cheap but also as a productive labour force. At
first glance, one might think that around one hundred convicts per camp was a
small number given thework to be done on road sites.Nevertheless, if we com-
pare thework done by convict labourers in each regionwhere a penal campwas
implemented with thework done by prestataires, we find that over twenty-five
per cent of the road maintenance was conducted by convict labourers.

. ANS, F, Le chef d’escadron Merle commandant le détachement de gendarmerie de
l’AOF au gouverneur du Sénégal, Camp pénal de Louga,  January .
. Sene, “Colonisation française”, p. .
. Article  of the C Convention of  states: “Nevertheless, for the purposes of this
Convention, the term forced or compulsory labour shall not include any work or service exacted
from any person as a consequence of a conviction in a court of law, provided that the said work
or service is carried out under the supervision and control of a public authority and that the said
person is not hired to or placed at the disposal of private individuals, companies or associations”.
. Nicole Bernard-Duquenet, “Le Front populaire et le problème des prestations en AOF”,
Cahiers d’études africaines, : (), pp. –.
. Percentage calculated from the statistics found in ANS, K(), Annexe au rapport de l’in-
spection du travail au Sénégal, . See detailed statistics in Tiquet, Travail forcé, p. .
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Thus, penal camps and convict labour were not only an ideological tool
within the context ofmise en valeur, they also provided a significant economic
advantage for the colonial administration.

FORCED MOBILITY AND FORCED LABOUR: L IV ING AND
WORKING IN A SENEGALESE PENAL CAMP

Penal camps moved from one construction site to another several times a
year, depending on the duration of the roadworks. The constant mobility
of the convicts, first sent from civil prison to penal camp, then in and out
of the penal camp, as well as the moving of the camp, played a determinant
role in the daily working and living conditions of the detainees. In accor-
dance with penal camp regulations, all prisoners sent to a penal camp were
to undergo a thorough medical examination. The January  decree
was clear: “all convicts who are transferred to a penal camp must be of robust
constitution and in sufficient health to allow them to withstand tiring
labour”. Nevertheless, in the penal camp it was common to find many con-
victs physically unsuited to such hard labour, often performed in hazardous
conditions.
Penal workers were compelled to work ten hours a day with a daily break

of ninety minutes, the whole year, except Sundays and holidays. They walked
dozens of kilometres per day to reach the worksites, mostly located in
remote areas. An internal report on penal camp C indicates that convicts
had to leave the camp at . a.m. every day to reach the construction site
seven kilometres away. They spent the day crushing and carrying laterite
extracted from neighbouring quarries to extend the road network and walked
back to the penal camp at nightfall. They worked without special tools in
these hazardous conditions and work accidents were common. In , we
read in an incident report that two detainees, Antoine Preira and Adolphe
Ternel, cut themselves badly with an axe while chopping logs for the road-
work. It is interesting to note the reaction of the penal camp director,
who mentions explicitly in his report that work accidents were “usual and
normal with heavy-handed and inept individuals”. This remark recalls

. ANS, G/, Rapport politique annuel du Sénégal, .
. ANS, K(), Actes pris en conseil privé, Arrêté portant réglementation du service et du
régime des camps pénaux,  January .
. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection du camp pénal C, .
. ANS, F, Rapport du régisseur du camp pénal C sur les accidents de travail survenus aux
détenus Antoine Preira et Adolphe Ternel,  May .
. Ibid.Due to gaps in the archives regarding the functioning of penal camps, it is impossible to
provide a statistical overview of the number of work accidents. Nevertheless, the quote by the
penal camp director implies that work accidents were not unusual.
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the typical colonial rhetoric that infantilized colonized populations, depict-
ing them as childlike and clumsy.
A far cry from the panoptic plan of the Foucauldian jail, the architecture of

the Senegalese penal camps remained rudimentary since it needed to comply
with the necessity to move the camp rapidly and at minimum cost. As the
director of penal camp C (Figure ) indicated, this type of jail, located in
the bush, made out of a removable structure, could not provide “the neces-
sary guarantee of security and repression that a prison built with proper con-
struction material, cells, and a high enclosure wall could”. For instance,
penal camp C was protected by only three rows of barbed wire and, at
night, the prison guards had a dozen attack dogs in the courtyard to prevent

Figure . Map of penal camp C.
ANS, F, Rapport sur le camp pénal C de Kelle, .

. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection du camp pénal C, .
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a jailbreak. Moreover, the living conditions of the detainees were extremely
basic. Mobile penal camps consisted of two wooden shacks, used as dormi-
tories, twenty metres long and five metres wide. More than one hundred con-
victs were holed up in the camps with no light. The prisoners, leaving the
penal camp at sunrise and coming back at nightfall, spent most of their
break time in darkness. Visits were theoretically authorized once a month
but largely dependent on the goodwill of the jail guards or the penal camp
director.

The report of an unannounced inspection of penal camp C in  sums
up the everyday violence of the working and living conditions in which the
prisoners were forced to survive. The military officer in charge of the inspec-
tion remarked that “more than half the convicts had suppurating wounds or
freshly healed scars on their shoulders, arms, back, and sometimes on the
inner part of the thigh”. The report noted three distinctive origins for
these wounds. First, the permanent friction of buckets, rails, or tools on
penal workers’ skin left them with deep cuts. Second, the wounds on the
inner part of the thigh came from the intensive scratching of the skin caused
by the vermin that proliferated in the penal camp dormitories. Finally, a
number of scars resulted from beatings or abuse by the guards. The daily
life in the camp was so harsh that the police officer concluded his report
with this sentence: “the convicts are total wrecks who are irrevocably con-
demned to a slow death”.

Several letters of complaint sent to the Governor of Senegal also report the
hazardous hygienic and living conditions in the camp. A collective petition
from the detainees of penal camp C warns of the nutritional deficiency of
the everyday ration – “only boiled maize in warm water with no fat”,

the lack of clothes and sheets for bedding, and the gradual degradation of
both the physical and mental health of the convicts. It is important to note
that the complaints formulated by the detainees are a direct criticism of
their living conditions but are also addressed at a moral level. Indeed, peti-
tions written by convicts form a dialectic of reciprocity, of respect for dig-
nity, calling on the colonial administration to respect convicts’ basic rights:

We are ready to obey, but on the one condition that you respect our rights in
accordance with the local regulations. The functioning of the penal camp will
be improved and the daily life at the camp will remain calm, for the authority,

. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection du camp pénal C, .
. ANS, K (), Actes pris en conseil privé, Arrêté portant réglementation du service et du
régime des camps pénaux,  January .
. ANS, F, Rapport du lieutenant Boivin sur l’inspection inopinée du camp pénal C de
Kelle consécutive à la demande du gouverneur du Sénégal,  August .
. Ibid.
. ANS, F, Lettre des détenus du camp pénal de Gueoul au gouverneur du Sénégal, 
March .
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for the guards, and also for the detainees. We will enforce our rights, despite the
risk of death.

How could these letters bypass the censorship of the director of the penal
camp? In reality, a number of letters received by the Governor of Senegal
appeared to have been written not by the prisoners themselves, but by indi-
viduals outside the prison. For instance, on  April , a letter signed by
Souleymane Diakité was the exact reproduction of an old claim received a
few months earlier and signed with the name of another prisoner. After an
investigation conducted by the Chief of Louga’s district, the colonial official
concluded that a “Kébémer scholar” (lettré de Kébémer) had written it.

These petitions raise two important points. First, convicts did not remain
unresponsive and reacted – in various ways – to their hard living and work-
ing conditions. Second, the porosity of colonial penal camps helped convicts
to develop relations and collude with people on the outside.

FROM ESCAPE TO SELF-MUTILATION: MOBILITY/
IMMOBILITY AS AN EVERYDAY FORM OF REACTION

Facilitated by the minimal surveillance of the buildings and the everyday exit
of convicts from the penal camp to construction sites, various forms of self-
help or refusal appeared. In , the chief of the Kébémer district (where
penal camp C was located) noted in an inspection report:

[…] Every time I inspect the district, I see detainees coming in from any road at
any time; every time I asked the chief sergeant (brigadier-chef) where they came
from, he says, “That’s the water chore coming in”. It seems to me that the water
chore serves as a discharge for many prisoners who want to get out of the penal
camp, without being watched over by guards.

This instance shows how convict labourers used the lack of surveillance
outside the camp to offer themselves a brief respite from the everyday
harsh living and working conditions. Then, one might ask, how is it possible
that prisoners, who are left free to move around all day and thus have all the
latitude to escape, seemed to return to the penal camp at nightfall? The same
inspection report adds another interesting detail on that matter. The district
chief notes that several detainees managed to have their families settle with

. ANS, F, Dossier “Lettres ouvertes des détenus et plaintes et réclamations”, .
. Ibid., On petitions written in Senegalese penal camps, see Romain Tiquet, “Déjouer la sur-
veillance, produire du contrôle: les lettres de prisonniers en contexte colonial sénégalais (années
)”, in Frédéric Le Marcis and Marie Morelle (eds), Prisons en Afrique (Lyon, forthcoming).
See also Stephanie Newell, The Power to Name: A History of Anonymity in Colonial West Africa
(Athens, OH, ).
. ANS, F, Le chef de poste de Kébémer à l’administrateur commandant de cercle de
Louga,  August .
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them. It was therefore possible for them to spend the day outside and see
their family and then return home to spend the night in prison:

Many prisoners have settled their families, mainly their wives, near the camp […]
and in neighbouring villages. All this world is trafficking, making small-scale
trade, riding the prisoners’ coattails, or, on the contrary, helping them.

Breakout remained the most common form of protest used by penal work-
ers in response to harsh living and working conditions. During the whole of
, of a total of  convicts in penal camp C thirteen escaped – equivalent
to around ten percent of the total workforce. In , again in penal camp
C, seven convicts escaped between  and  May. On  May, six detainees,
three of them chained, escaped from the construction site without any action
being taken by the construction supervisor. On  May, a chained convict
managed to steal a guard’s horse to escape from the worksite. Fleeing the
penal camp appears to have been an intentional and individual form of
mobility that contrasts with the forced and collective mobility at the core
of how the penal camp system was run.

In order to solve the problem caused by these repeated breakouts, espe-
cially in a camp full of “diehard” inmates, a lengthy inquiry was launched
by the Senegalese Inspectorate of Administrative Affairs. At that time,
penal camp C was located a few kilometres from Louga and the colonial
administration feared that the fugitives might constitute a great danger to
the population of the city. Thus, the inquiry report suggested stopping
using the penal camp as a pool of workers and moving it to an arid and
scarcely populated region on the border with Mauritania,  kilometres
north. The goal was to transfer the dangerous convicts to an “area where dis-
cipline could be rigorously observed and where any escape would be, if not
impossible, at least really dangerous for those who want to try”. As in
other colonial contexts highlighted in this Special Issue, colonial authorities
used the arid geography of the Senegalese colony to isolate the prisoners. In
the present case, French colonial officials could not confine the most

. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection de monsieur Thérond concernant les évasions du  au 
mai ,  May . This is evidence of cultural exchanges between convicts and people out-
side the camp. No other precise examples of such relations could be found in the archives, but it
is clear that such interactions were central to the day-to-day life of prisoners.
. ANS, D/, Rapport d’inspection de l’administrateur Quinquaud, Camp pénal de
Louga, , p. . No number could be found for the two other penal camps.
. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection de monsieur Thérond concernant les évasions du  au 
Mai ,  May .
. On escape as a form of resistance, see A.I. Asiwaju, “Migrations as Revolt: The Example of
the Ivory Coast and the Upper Volta before ”, Journal of African History, : (),
pp. –; Romain Tiquet, “Migrations protestataires et résistance au travail forcé en AOF,
–”, Hommes & Migrations,  (), pp. –.
. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection de monsieur Thérond concernant les évasions du  au 
Mai ,  May .
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dangerous convicts on an island for instance, but they could suggest sending
them to a hostile and desert landscape to avoid any jailbreak. This project
never came to pass, but it is interesting to note that the considerable number
of prisoner breakouts forced the colonial authorities to at least review their
goals by giving priority not only to the economic benefit provided by
penal workers, but also to security needs and surveillance.
Furthermore, various responses within the penal camp also threw sand in

the gears of the day-to-day running of this space of confinement. The detai-
nees often went to the penal camp doctor to be declared unfit for work. If the
incapacity lasted more than a few weeks, they could even be sent back to the
civil prison, where they were not compelled to work every day in difficult
conditions. It has to be said that the penal camp regulations opened a loop-
hole, allowing convicts to be declared unfit and so avoid roadwork outside
the jail. Indeed, article  of the January  decree states that, in the case
of sickness or exhaustion, “the convicts could, for a short period of time,
be exempted from forced labour by the penal camp director”.

In , a report from the director of penal camp C noted that the convict
Soumah Diouf had announced, in the presence of fellow detainees, that “he
would be declared sick to avoid working and, if this strategy was not success-
ful, he would refuse to work”. A similar case occurred a week later. The
convict Mamadou Barry asked to be examined by the doctor every day for
five days in order to be declared sick. Each time, the doctor considered
Mamadou Barry fit enough to work. Barry therefore refused to work.
Consequently, he was sent to an isolation cell, enchained, and deprived of
light and basic needs for a week. Even if it is hard to track down all the
cases in the archives, this form of protest should not be underestimated. A
colonial report on the running of penal camp C in  sheds light on the
negative consequences of such action: “the actual number of penal workers
is clearly insufficient for the rapid progress of road maintenance. Only 
to  convicts out of  are sent to the construction site; the others
are sick”.

Some more extreme reactions can also be observed in the penal camps, in
response to the inhuman working and living conditions. Some convicts

. ANS, K(), Actes pris en conseil privé, Arrêté portant réglementation du service et du
régime des camps pénaux,  January .
. ANS, F, Rapport du régisseur du camp pénal C sur une sanction disciplinaire infligée
au détenu Soumah Diouf pour refus de travailler,  March .
. ANS, F, Rapport du régisseur du camp pénal C sur une sanction disciplinaire infligée
au détenu Mamadou Barry pour refus de travailler,  March . This instance shows the
incapacity of colonial authorities to put convicts to work when they refused.
. ANS, F, Rapport du lieutenant Bertrand sur l’inspection générale du camp pénal C, 
June . It is also true to say that, due to the hard living conditions in the camp, some convicts
became truly sick and could not work.
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stopped to tend their wounds and sometimes even committed suicide,

others started to mutilate themselves. A few cases of self-injury occurred
in similar conditions. In June , the convict Magueye Guèye was accused
by a construction supervisor of having placed “his left hand under the wheels
of a trolley”, causing a deep wound. It was the same scenario with
Mamadou Thiam, who stuck his hand between the frame of the trolley
and the skip on  July . An incident report notes “multiple wounds
of a certain severity”. Two weeks later, the convict Mamadou Bâ was
also injured by a trolley, in his foot “in which the big toe was cut”.

Colonial authorities were aware that some of the convicts “used to mutilate
themselves in order to escape hard labour on roads and to be transferred to
civil prisons”. These acts of self-mutilation are reminiscent of practices
often used during the slave trade. The mutilation of the body – becoming
a space of resistance – by penal workers caused negative economic conse-
quences for the colonial administration since the productivity of the penal
camps was dependent upon the physical fitness of convicts and their aptitude
for work. Moreover, these extreme forms of reaction show how horrendous
living and working conditions were in the penal camps.
In contrast to jailbreaking, which we can see as an intentional form of mobil-

ity, being declared sick or self-mutilation underlines forms of immobility as
everyday tactics used by prisoners to refuse the working and living conditions
in the labour camps. More broadly, these attitudes of “inactivity” challenged
the day-to-day running of the penal camp, since the constant mobility in and
out of the prison for road maintenance was at the core of the system.

CONCLUSION

Experimented from the late s, Senegalese penal camps were shut down
on the eve of Senegalese independence, in the late s, ten years after
the Houphoüet-Boigny Law that abolished forced labour in French

. ANS, F, Le gouverneur du Sénégal à Messieurs les commandants de cercle et l’adminis-
trateur supérieur de la Casamance, A/S Utilisation de la main-d’œuvre pénale aux travaux de
routes, Organisation de “camps pénaux”,  April .
. In the colonial archives of the penitentiary system in Senegal, I have found only five cases of
self-mutilation to escape work, all of them from May to August . Even if we should not
over-interpret this form of reaction with such a tiny corpus, this does not mean that other
cases of self-mutilation did not occur. Either they were not the object of any report, or they
are simply missing from the archives.
. ANS, F, Dossier blessures volontaires détenu Magueye Guèye,  June .
. ANS, F, Dossier blessures volontaires détenu Mamadou Thiam,  July .
. ANS, F, Dossier blessures volontaires détenu Mamadou Bâ,  July .
. ANS, F, Dossier blessures volontaires détenu Mamadou Thiam,  July .
. See Edward A. Alpers, Gwyn Campbell, and Michael Salman (eds), Slavery and Resistance
in Africa and Asia (New York, ).
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African colonies. At first sight, an analysis that focuses exclusively on
Senegalese penal camps might appear a bit restricted. Only three penal
camps were created in the whole of Senegal, each containing around one hun-
dred convict labourers and lasting for less than twenty years. Nevertheless,
examined through the framework of mobility, the context of setting up the
Senegalese penal camps and their daily running allows for the re-evaluation
of penal practices on a global scale.
In this article, mobility has been analysed as a possibility to both connect

and transgress borders between the site of confinement and the outside
world. First, the forced mobility of convict labourers that was at the core
of the functioning of Senegalese penal camps raised a central tension in colo-
nial confinement. As summarized by a French colonial official, the ideal of
the penal camp was to “obtain from prisoners both the productivity and
the quality of the work done, while maintaining them in a small space to
ensure surveillance continues to be efficient”. However, the economic func-
tion of the penal camp for the mise en valeur was prioritized over the ideal of
surveillance and moral rehabilitation of the convicts. The Senegalese penal
camp was both a place of confinement and a place of circulation for convicts
who constantly moved out of the prison for roadwork. The use of convict
labourers outside the penal camp therefore made obsolete what Florence
Bernault called the divide between the space of law (the penal camp) and
the space of sovereignty (outside the penal camp). Moreover, the use of
penal camps as pools of workers for road maintenance recalls that labour
was the mainstay of the French Empire’s political economy. The case of
mobile penal camps in Senegal bridges the gap between penal labour and
labour history, and highlights convict labour as one of the multiple labour
relations that punctuated the colonial episode. It is especially the case in
the specific context of the late s, when forced labour in the colonies
began to attract widespread criticism on the global scene. The intensive use
of convict labour in the French colonies allowed colonial officials to continue
the use of costless and involuntary workers while appeasing international
opinion since convict labour was tolerated.
Second, giving priority to the mise en valeur and the minimization of

costs, the French colonial administration in Senegal confined hundreds of

. During the war effort, the three penal camps were combined and used to provide workers for
a salt company until . See Babacar Fall, “Manifestations of Forced Labor in Senegal: As
Exemplified by the Société des Salins du Sine-Saloum Kaolack –”, in Abebe Zegeye
and Shubi Ishemo (eds), Forced Labour and Migration: Patterns of Movement within Africa
(London, ), pp. –.
. ANS, F, Rapport d’inspection de monsieur Thérond concernant les évasions du  au 
mai ,  May .
. Florence Bernault, “The Shadow of Rule: Colonial Power and Modern Punishment in
Africa”, in Dikötter and Brown, Cultures of Confinement, pp, –, .
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prisoners in penal camps whose living and working conditions were degrad-
ing and hazardous. Forced mobility and forced labour created a fertile
ground for the development of forms of resistance. Some convicts offered
themselves a brief respite by wandering outside or by settling their family
next to the penal camp; others escaped the penal camp while working on
the construction site or declared themselves sick in order to be sent back
to civil prisons, where they were not compelled to work every day on
road maintenance in tiring conditions. Some of them were even ready to
mutilate themselves to avoid roadwork. In this context, mobility and immo-
bility appear to have been not only coercive but also intentional, and used by
convicts in order to refuse to work. This range of multiple tactics challenged
on a daily basis the prison space order that convicts were subjected to and
allows us to transcend the vision of the punitive institutions as simply “archi-
pelagos” or “worlds apart”. Finally, the focus on Senegalese penal camps
shows the complex ways in which colonized populations reacted to and
negotiated daily colonial coercion. More broadly, it opens the field for
more in-depth socio-historical analysis that tackles irrationalities, contradic-
tions, and anxieties in colonial punishment.
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Romain Tiquet. En reliant le monde du “dedans” et le monde du “dehors”: la
main-d’oeuvre pénale et les camps de travail dans le Sénégal colonial (années –
années ).

À la fin des années , trois camps pénaux mobiles furent créés dans la colonie
française du Sénégal, afin de rassembler les prisonniers condamnés à de longues peines
et les obliger à travailler en dehors de la prison. Les camps pénaux sénégalais furent
ainsi un lieu tant de confinement que de circulation pour les détenus qui sortaient
constamment de la prison pour travailler sur les routes. Cet article considère que
les camps pénaux furent des espaces aux formes multiples et antagonistes de
mobilité qui estompèrent la distinction entre le monde du “dedans” et le monde du
“dehors”. La mobilité des camps pénaux joua un rôle clé dans les difficiles conditions
de vie et de travail que connut la main d’œuvre pénale. Cependant, cette main d’œuvre
pénale ne resta pas passive, et une série de protestations se développèrent, allant de
l’évasion à l’automutilation. Ces formes individuelles et volontaires de mobilité et
d’immobilité entravèrent le fonctionnement quotidien des camps pénaux sénégalais
et, plus largement, le projet colonial de mise en valeur.

Traduction: Christine Plard

. Nancy Rose Hunt, A Nervous State: Violence, Remedies, and Reverie in Colonial Congo
(Durham, NC, ).
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Romain Tiquet. Die Verbindung von “drinnen” und “draußen”: Sträflingsarbeit
und mobile Straflager im kolonialen Senegal (er bis er Jahre).

Ende der er Jahre wurden in der französischen Kolonie Senegal drei mobile
Straflager eingerichtet, um Sträflinge mit langen Halfstrafen zu versammeln und zur
Arbeit außerhalb des Gefängnisses zu zwingen. Die senegalesischen Straflager
waren somit für Sträflinge, die ständig aus dem Gefängnis geholt wurden, um im
Straßenbau zu arbeiten, ein Ort sowohl der Einsperrung als auch der Zirkulation.
Im Beitrag wird die These vertreten, dass es sich bei den Straflagern um Orte zahlrei-
cher, auch antagonistischer Formen von Mobilität handelte, die die Trennlinie
zwischen der Welt “drinnen” und der Welt “draußen” verwischten. Die Mobilität
der Straflager trug wesentlich zu den gefährlichen Lebens- und Arbeitsbedingungen
der Sträflinge bei. Allerdings kam es auch zu Widerstand, und es entstand ein ganzes
Spektrum an Protestformen, von der Flucht bis zur Selbstverstümmelung. Diese indi-
viduellen und vorsätzlichen Formen von Mobilität und Immobilität streuten Sand ins
Getriebe nicht nur der senegalesischen Straflager, sondern auch des kolonialen
Verwertungsprojekts im Allgemeinen.

Übersetzung: Max Henninger

Romain Tiquet. Conectando el mundo “interior” y el “exterior”: el trabajo carce-
lario y los campos móviles de presos en el Senegal colonial (s–s).

A finales de la década de  se establecieron tres campos móviles de prisioneros en
la colonia francesa de Senegal con el objetivo de concentrar en un mismo lugar a los
convictos con largas sentencias de reclusión y de impelerles a buscar trabajo fuera de
la prisión. Estos campos penales senegaleses eran tanto un lugar de confinamiento
como un lugar de circulación de convictos que constantemente se desplazaban
fuera de la prisión para trabajar en la construcción de carreteras. En este texto se plan-
tea que los campos penales fueron espacios de formas de movilidad múltiples y anta-
gonistas que difuminaron la división entre el mundo “interior” y el mundo “exterior”.
La movilidad existente en estos campos jugó un papel fundamental en las inseguras
condiciones de vida y de trabajo que experimentaron estos trabajadores reclusos.
Sin embargo, estos presos no permanecieron pasivos y se planteó un amplio abanico
de protestas, desde las fugas hasta las automutilaciones. Estas formas de movilidad y
no-movilidad individuales e intencionales pusieron palos en la rueda del funciona-
miento en el día a día de los campos penales senegaleses y, de forma mucho más
amplia, en el proyecto colonial de mise en valeur.

Traducción: Vicent Sanz Rozalén
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